CUSTOMISING OPTIONS
CABINET CUSTOMISING OPTIONS
Add a filler panel to
allow mounting against
a side wall
Remove the drawers
and just have doors
Add an extra drawer
Increase cabinet height
See page 248 for full list of
cabinet options and pricing

CUSTOMISE

DOOR/DRAWER UPGRAGE OPTIONS

CLASSIC

CROSS

LINEAR

QUILTED

SCALES

SUSSEX

VERTICAL

VICTORIA

See page 249 for pricing. Customisation not available on Nevada Collection.
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4L STAINLESS STEEL BIN
Easy to install, easy to clean and easy to use! Keeping your new
bathroom space neat and tidy is easy with your new stainless steel
bin. Complete with push-to-open lid for ease of use.
NOTE: Alterations to the size and position
of the cabinet internal shelf will be made
to accommodate for the bin.

Dimensions: 210mm W x 140mm D x 270mm H
Volume: 4L

ITEM

PART NO.

4L Stainless Steel Bin

BINSMALL

$
$109

BIN LID DETAIL

CABINET POWERPOINTS
Leave your shaver charging or your hair dryer permanently plugged in
for easy use. Cabinet powerpoints are a simple but practical addition.
For multi-drawer cabinets just let us know which drawer you would
like your in-drawer powerpoint in. Please note that an electrician
will be required to hardwire the powerpoint during installation.
Standard position for in-drawer powerpoints is top left drawer
unless specified otherwise.

IN-DRAWER POWERPOINT

$

POWERPOINT

PART NO.

In-drawer Powerpoint

PPOINT

$155

Shaving Cabinet Powerpoint
(Gold Collection)

PPOINT SHAVERGOLD

$113

Shaving Cabinet Powerpoint
(Platinum Collection)

PPOINT SHAVERPLATINUM

$121

NOTE: Shaver powerpoints will be sent loose unless exact location specified.

CUSTOMISE

(Each)

SHAVING CABINET
POWERPOINT (GOLD)

SHAVING CABINET
POWERPOINT (PLATINUM)

BLUETOOTH SOUND SYSTEM
Would you like to stream your favourite songs through your bathroom?
This fantastic system uses the timber cabinet of your vanity as a
soundboard to give you outstanding sound quality. Connection is
simple and easy via Bluetooth so you can quickly and easily get the
good vibes happening with a quick tap of your phone.

BLUETOOTH

PART NO.

Bluetooth Sound System

BLUETOOTHSYS

$
$299

Speaker must be mounted to the cabinet sides for best sound quality.
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MODULAR ORGANISER SYSTEM
SLOTTED EDGE & STEEL DIVIDERS
Are you the organised sort? You can be now. These modular drawer
dividers easily slide into the slotted bamboo to create flexible
partitions for all your goodies. They can be used alone, or in
conjunction with our bamboo storage trays shown next. The dividers
are purchased per drawer and come with either one or two dividers
depending on the width of the drawer.

ORGANISER SYSTEM

PART NO.

$

01. Bamboo Slotted Edge Piece
(Nominate length)

ORGDIVEDGE

$32

02. Steel Drawer Divider - Straight

ORGDIVSTRT

$18

03. Steel Drawer Divider - Bent

ORGDIVBENT

$21

01.

02.

03.

*Only available on Gold & Platinum drawers. 03. Available in standard depth drawers only.

BAMBOO STORAGE TRAYS

CUSTOMISE

Made with stylish finger jointed corners, these storage trays make your new vanity not only beautiful, but also practical. They are available in four
modular sizes that can either be used individually or slipped into our modular drawer divider system. Along with the easy to clean coating, they will make
you want to show off your drawers to visitors and friends.

02.

01.

03.

GOLD COLLECTION

04.

BAMBOO BOXES

PART NO.

$

01. 100 x 300 Bamboo Box

ORGBOX100300

$35

02. 100 x 200 Bamboo Box

ORGBOX100200

$25

03. 200 x 200 Bamboo Box

ORGBOX200200

$41

04. 100 x 100 Bamboo Box

ORGBOX100100

$18
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PLATINUM COLLECTION

